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ABSTRACT
In many areas of science, like computer science or electrical engineering, modeling languages have been established, however, this is not the case in the field of discrete processes (Weilkiens 2006).
There are two reasons which motivate such a development:
1.
2.

Modeling languages allow realizing projects by the principles of systems engineering. So one obtains clearness even
for large projects and reduces the discrepancy between model and reality.
Modeling languages are a central part of automatic code generation.

In this paper, we present our first steps in developing a simulation-tool-independent description of production systems
and first ideas on how to convert such a general model into simulation-tool-specific models.
1

INTRODUCTION

In the field of software engineering automatic code generation of UML-Models by CASE-tools is very common and standardized (Fowler 2003). For modeling discrete processes there are many approaches called „Model Based Software Engineering“ (MBSE) like Stateflow Coder, ASCET, or ADAGE, but none of them has been established as a standard (Committee of
Software Engineering 2004). This could be due to the lack of an adequately powerful, non proprietary or general modeling
language. However, in particular for modeling discrete processes in production automatic code generation is useful, because
there are many different tools such a simulator, optimizers or schedulers which cannot exchange their non-standardized models.
The Object Management Group (OMG) developed the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) to facilitate modeling of
complex systems. SysML is a standard based on the standardized general-purpose Unified Modeling Language (UML). There
have been many disputes about SysML during the short period of time since its publication. SysML is spreading very fast,
today many of the most prominent developers of modeling tools like ARTiSAN, Telelogic, I-Logix and Sparx Systems make
use of SysML in their tools.
This paper presents an approach for automatic model generation of discrete processes in production. Our aim is to develop production models by means of SysML and to build converts from SysML models to a large variety of simulation tools.
At first we consider whether SysML is suitable for modeling discrete processes in production. In order to understand the specifics of modeling production systems we interviewed experts, studied present literature and conducted a market analysis of
simulation modeling tools. Based on this knowledge we intend to create a general possible model for discrete processes in
production which permits to create comprehensive production scenarios. In addition we tested whether SysML is appropriate
to build our general model. After presenting theoretical concept for building production models with SysML, we developed a
practical approach for automated model generation few simulators based on SysML models.
2

MARKET ANALYSIS

To understand the specifics of modeling, we made an extensive market analysis of simulation modeling tools in combination
with a survey of literature and expert interviews. Every simulation tool provides its own approach to model production scena-
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rios since each of them attempts to build models in a comprehensive and comfortable way. We used this knowledge of modeling to understand and structure discrete processes in production.
Due to our final goal of automated model generation from given SysML models, it was also important to know the modeling
peculiarities of the simulators. Furthermore we have tested whether the simulators are suitable for automated model generation (for example input/output format), in order to find a suitable tool for our prototype. A part from the ability to build models properly, we also tested other important tool properties like simulation speed.
There are many existing tools in the field of production; we consider of 24. After a first examination of obvious exclusion criteria, six tools remained for our analysis. We excluded all tools which are not able to model discrete processes in production, which are too slow or whose price is obviously disproportionate. For testing the tools we customized the criteria
from the market overview „Simulationstechnik in Produktion und Logistik“ to our problem (Noche and Wenzel 1991) and
obtained the following list of criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

modeling concept
data import/export
simulation speed
statistical analysis / portability
presentation
costs / support costs

To meet scientific criteria like reproducibility, accountability and falsifiability of the results, we defined a test scenario which
we used coherently and consistently. For an efficient evaluation of our criteria the test scenario should cover a broad spectrum of modeling possibilities of production but still remain manageable. We chose a marginally modified Law- &-Kelton
scenario as s test case (Law and Kelton 2000).
In summery Simul8, AnyLogic and Em-Plant were able to largely meet the requirements, although Em-Plant does not
use the well-structured, hierarchical and, hence, for automatic model generation suitable data format XML. Additional details
can be found in (Schönherr 2008).
3

SPECIFICATION OF A GENERAL MODEL

Due to detailed research and by making use of our market analysis, we developed a general model for discrete processes in
production, which includes comprehensive production scenarios. We checked the representability of our model with SysML.
In accordance with UML, SysML divides the model into a structural and a behavior part. The structural part describes the
static structure, like the elements and their relationships, in a system. In the behavior part SysML describes the dynamic behavior from and between its elements (Figure 3).

Figure 1: SysML structure
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3.1

The Structural Model

SysML provides four diagrams for describing the structure of a model (Figure 1). In 2007 Huang, Ramamurthy and McGinnis proposed how to describe the structure of a production system with SysML. In their work they use the “block definition
diagram” and the “internal block diagram” to build a meta model for flow shop problems (Huang et. al 2007). In this paper,
we try to create a general model for all fields of production like flow shop or open shop problems. We also use the block definition diagram and the internal block diagram (Figure 2).
Whereas in other areas workflow is determined by information flow, in production the entity controls the behavior of the
model: the entity is the central element because it represents the job / piece which moves through and is processed by the
elements of the machinery. All events in a model, except for interruptions, are triggered by the entity. The entities enter the
system through the arrival process and leave it through the departure process. While they travel on specified routes, different
processes execute actions on them, for which the processes may use resources but they do not have to. Along their way the
entities can be stored in queues.

Figure 2: Structural meta model as Block definition diagram
To describe the internal relationships between the different elements (for example the route of the entities), we use the internal block diagram like McGinnis and Huang (Huang et al. 2007). Here we describe the different elements the entity passes
through as blocks with object flow ports.
3.2

The Behavior Model

We found no existing approach for modeling the behavior in the literature. We used the knowledge that we obtained through
our market analysis to define patterns for the behavior of the identified elements. We could split these patterns into phases.
The process could be split into five phases (Figure 3):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Accept the incoming entity to start the activity.
Attach the needed resources to start the activity.
Execute an action on entity.
Detach resources.
Forward entity.
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Table 1: SysML modeling of design patterns
Element/Phase

Behavior pattern

SysML element

Arrival process
Create entity

Create entity

Initial Nodes

Forward entity
Forward entity conditional

Ports
Decision and Merge Nodes

Departure process
Receive entity
Receive batch

Wait for entity
Wait for batch

Destroy Entity

Destroy entity

Ports
Iterative, parallel, streaming

Forward entity

Process
Receive entity

Final Node

Attach resources

Request resource state
Attach resources

Ports
Join Nodes
Iterative, parallel,
streaming
readStructuralFeature
addStructuralFeatureValue

Execute action on entity

Get state of entity
Execute action on entity
Split entity
Synchrony entities

readStructuralFeature
addStructuralFeatureValue
Fork Nodes
Join Nodes

Detach resources

Detach resources

addStructuralFeatureValue

Forward entity

Forward entity
Forward entity conditional

Ports
Decision and Merge Nodes

Wait for entity
Wait for batch

Queue
Receive entity

Wait for entity
Wait for entities
Wait for batch

Order entity

Order entity

Forward entity

Forward entity
Forward entity conditional

Ports
Iterative, parallel,
streaming
FIFO, LIFO, ordered, unordered
Ports
Decision and Merge Nodes

Setting up

CellBehaviorAction for patterns

Resource Pool
Setting up
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Figure 3: Phases of the process model element
The arrival process consists of ”create entity” and “forward entity”. The departure process consists of “receive entity” and
“destroy entity”. The queue consist of “receive entity” , “insert entity” and “forward entity”. The resource pool element only
consists of “setting up”.
After we split the elements into phases, we split these phases into patterns of behavior. Then we checked their representability with SysML; it turned out that all patterns are representable with SysML activity diagrams. A summary is given in
Table 3. In the last column we show the SysML elements for the according behavior patterns. They do not need to be understood in detail, rather we show the modeling power of SysML. Details can be found in (Schönherr 2008).
4

A PRACTICAL APPROACH FOR AUTOMATIC MODEL GENERATION

We developed a software that automatically generates models for simulation tools from given SysML models. In the previous
section we attained that SysML has the ability to model comprehensive production scenarios. This is the basis for our approach. To build an effective tool we use a multilayer architecture (Figure 4). At first we build the model with a SysML modeling tool. The modeling tool should provide a suitable data interchange format, contain all identified SysML elements and
must be appropriate for building large models.
If the SysML model is available in a suitable exchange format, it can be transformed into an equivalent of a simulation
modeling tool. Since it should be possible to transform a SysML model into models of different simulation tools, a separate
output must be generated for each program. Each simulation needs a suitable dedicated model in a special input format. To
simplify the software architecture, the model generation is divided into two steps, which involve an additional “internal model” (Figure 5). In the first step we used a program called “parser”. The parser reads the SysML model, which is specified in
the exchange format, filters out all non-relevant information, and writes the remaining significant parts into the internal model. In the second step, a program, called “translator plug-in”, prepares the data from the internal model for a special simulation tool. More precisely, it takes all the relevant data and translates them into the input data format of the simulation program, which is defined by rules. Since each simulator has its own format, one must write a separate translator plug-in for
each simulation tool.
The advantage of the proposed architecture compared to the performance of a single step conversion from a SysML file
into a model for a simulation program is that the first step (the parser) does only need to be executed once. However, the architecture assigns a special role to the “internal model” because it must be particularly suited to derive models for simulation
tools. The internal model must contain all information for the generation of production models and must still remain transparent.
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Figure 4: System architecture
When creating the SysML model, the model must adhere to certain structures in order to be properly recognized by the
parser. These structures are defined in the meta model. In the complete created model every object and ability must be a subset of the meta model, otherwise the parser cannot recognize them.

Figure 5: Creation of a SysML model according to a meta model

4.1

Implementation of Our System

At first, we build the model by using a SysML modeling tool. We use Magic Draw, which is suitable to build large models,
and use XMI as output format. A significant advantage of XMI is that it based on the structured hierarchical format XML,
which is particularly suitable for automatic model generation.
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As soon as SysML model is available in a suitable exchange format, it can be translated into the internal model by the
use of a program called “parser”. Our prototype was developed by Tobias Lange. He used the Framework Sax which is specialized for reading and filtering XML data (Lange 2008).
After translating the SysML model into the internal model, a translator plug-in can prepare the data for certain simulation
tools. For our prototype we would choose a simulation package with a high modeling quality. Simul8, AnyLogic and EmPlant provided all identified structural elements and behavior patterns. Because of its high simulation speed and the possibility to exchange models with XML, we chose AnyLogic. In addition, Daniel Bohn developed a translator plug-in for Simcron,
whose modeling concept deviates considerably from our modeling approach.

Figure 6: Concrete system architecture
Our system has been developed as a prototype which can generate the test scenario of the Law & Kelton example from
the market analysis (Law and Kelton 2000). Currently we extend the prototype.
5

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We tried to identify and structure the significant properties of discrete processes in production systems to give them a theoretical basis. We surely did not identify all peculiarities because the behavior of systems is very complex. Future work will extend our model. In addition we will gain new insights from working on practical examples from our partners in the semiconductor industry. Furthermore, we tested whether SysML is suitable build models concerning our concept. It turned out that
SysML is comprehensively usable, the structural model and all behavior patterns can be modelled with SysML.
A problem of modeling with SysML is the representation of large systems. It is obvious that modeling effort as well as
clarity can be problematic. But this is a problem of all graphical modeling languages. To solve the problem, modeling must
be scalable. One approach would be to separate domain model and instance model. Another possible solution would be to
prepare design patterns for recurring behavior.
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